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Message from the president
Dear Friends,
Did you know that owning and driving a Model T is healthy for you? Think about the exercise you get,
cranking her to start. Also crawling over and under making adjustments and repairs. And then there is the
normal amount of maintenance and service.
Mental health professionals tell us that as we enter our “golden years” if we take on something mentally
challenging, like learning a musical instrument or a foreign language, the risks of developing Alzheimer’s is
diminished. I’m not making this up - check it out for yourself. And while some of us are mechanically
inclined, many of us are not. So buying an edition of Dyke’s (Dyke’s Automobile and Gasoline Engine
Encyclopedia), and studying the section on the Model T is good for our mental health! Especially if we
apply what we learn to our cars.
Every Model T owner should have a small library. Ask for them for birthday and Christmas gifts if you
need to. Books such as Dyke’s; Model T Ford Service Manual; one or both of the two “Bibles” - From
Here To Obscurity and/or Model T Restoration Handbook; Model T Service Bulletins; and the three
“Instruction Book/Ford Manual,” depending upon the date your car was manufactured. You don’t need all
these. You will probably use the Service Manual or Dyke’s the most. Dyke’s covers cars in general, but
has a very good section on the Model T Ford.
I would suggest you check these items out of our library, and decide which serves your needs best. And
remember, if you have trouble justifying the expense, the Model T is good for your mental, and physical
health. The car is a fun challenge to drive and maintain.
While the Tour de Frost is history, other events are quickly approaching. So get your T ready to go!
Happy driving! Steven

EDITOR’S NOTES
Dear Fellow T Enthusiasts While we have experienced the unfortunate passing of
several of our Club members, who will be greatly missed, we
have also had several folks join the club recently. Our Club
continues to seek ways to grow, and reach out into the
community with the story of these wonderful old cars.
Pictured on the back cover is a recent example of such
an educational outreach. I have been fortunate to participate
with Steven Thum on one of these programs.
We have also had events at nursing homes and senior citizens centers. All of these events are
wonderful community outreach, and a great deal of fun! Steven Thum has volunteered to serve as
Team Leader for such events as these. So if you have any ideas, or any place or school that would like
such a demonstration, contact Steven Thum and set it up. In like manner, if you’d like to volunteer to
take your car to such an event, give him a call. Driving your car to one of these events is another way
to get your car out in the public eye, but also to do a “test drive” for one of our tours.
In consultation with our new President (yes, I do talk to myself! Lolol) and with the approval of our
Board of Directors, I’ve made a change on page 14, listing the folks who put together and/or coordinate
various events, as Team Leaders. I felt it was time to give these hard workers their due. After all, we
wouldn’t have as many activities nor nearly as much fun, if they didn’t step up and do what they do.
Along those same lines, note that we have a new Webmaster. And a real nag he is! On my case to
get him back issues of The Occasional to put on the web site. For which I am grateful! Check out the
web site, (www.stlmodeltclub.com) I think you’ll be pleased with Mike’s work.
See you down the road!
Steven G. Williams (email - steven1912@charter.net; cell 636-575-1469)
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Calendar of events
March

April

May

3 - Model T Ford Club of America annual meeting; Howey-in-the-Hills, Florida. See The
Vintage Ford or www.mtfca.com for details.
9 - Board of Directors meeting, 6:30 PM, Freedom Masonic Lodge
- Membership Meeting, 8 PM, Freedom Masonic Lodge, 4557 Lemay Ferry Road, St. Louis.
16-17 - Pre War Swap Meet, Chickasha, Oklahoma
18 - Annual St. Patrick’s Day Parade, downtown St. Louis.
1 - St. Louis Concours d’Elegance, Forest Park. We will have spaces for Model T’s.
8 - Vintage Ford Show, National Museum of Transportation, 2933 Barrett Station Road
11 - Board of Directors meeting, 7:00 PM, Freedom Masonic Lodge
13 - Membership Meeting, 8 PM, Freedom Masonic Lodge, 4557 Lemay Ferry Road, St. Louis.
6 - Swap Meet

June 3-8, 2018 – Northern California - Redwood Trees to Pacific Seas National Tour. See full page info in
Vintage Ford. Contact: Steve Vining at 707-318-5088 or email Steve for details.
July

8-13 - MTFCA National Tour, Richmond, Indiana. See The Vintage Ford for details.
14 - Homecoming at the Model T Museum, Richmond, Indiana

Check out www.mtfca for more Model T Ford Club of America tours, information, forum, etc.

From Rattling Ford Jokes (1915):
“This man, your honor, stole a Ford runabout.” Said the policeman, as he arraigned his prisoner before
the magistrate.
“Committed for examination by alienists,” snapped the Judge. “No sane man would steal a Ford.”
“Isn’t this heavenly?” exclaimed the girl, as they Forded over the smooth country road in the moonlight.
‘Ere her companion could reply, the engine stalled. Getting out he cranked for half an hour before
anything started again. As he got into the car he growled; “This may be your idea of heaven, but it’s mine of
hell.”
There’s only one way to cure a man who wants a Ford - give him one.

Helpful Tips
(Ed. Note - Each issue I’d like to include hints and tips here, so if you have any to suggest, email me steven1912@charter.net)
It has been suggested to use Marine (blue) Sta-Bil in gas in our old cars. It takes the ethanol out.

Trading Post
To list items, send info to: Steven1912@charter.net
Due to modern formulations of oil, many old car specialists recommend using specially formulated oil
containing high levels of zinc. You can buy this oil from suppliers like Hemmings, for $9 a quart.
I recently purchased 35 gallons of 10W30 API SN/GF5 synthetic oil at wholesale prices, with the zinc
additive. I’ll pass the savings on to club members. Bring your quart containers, $3 per quart.
- Steven Williams, 636-575-1469
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Member Profile - George Paugh
Ever since I was a small child, I have liked mechanical things. When I was 6 years old, I watched my
Dad grease the wheel bearings on his 1929 Chevy. So I turned over my little red wagon, pulled the cotter pin
and wheel and greased the axle, put the wheel back on, but I couldn’t get the cotter pin back in the hole.
After many failed attempts, I threw it on the ground and said “I can’t get the damned thing in” WHAP! My
mother hit me in the back of the head and said “No cuss words!” I didn’t know she was there.
As I got older, most of my free time was spent in the farm work shop. (Until I developed an interest in
girls.) I mounted a car starter on my bicycle and powered it with a car battery. The problem was that the car
battery wouldn’t hold a charge and I could go only about 100 feet before the battery went dead after charging
it overnight. Another project I built was a paddle wheel boat and it worked perfectly, except I was too heavy
for the size of the boat and it only worked with my little sister.
I was born in 1929 in Ohio and in 1932 my Dad purchased a used 1929 Chevy. It was, I believe,
Chevy’s first 6 cylinder. He was very proud of its performance. It would do 60 mph. Our next car was a
1936 Chevy. I learned to drive at age 14 in that car which we kept through most of the war years. When it
finally wore out, my Dad purchased a 1940 Chevy which we used until I went into the Army in 1950. I
served in Korea, in a MAP Depot unit in Tague, and as the UN forces moved north, we relocated to Seoul.
While in Korea, as a prank I sent the names of all the men in my unit to a “Lonely Hearts Club” in New
York state who offered to write servicemen. Everyone’s name but mine. When the guys got all this mail and
I didn’t, a St. Louis friend wrote an article published in the South Side Journal about one of his mates who
was “a poor lonely guy in Korea who wanted mail.” I started getting all these letters, about a mailbag full. I
didn’t write to the Grandmas, but wrote to the young ladies. Audrey was one of them, and she had enclosed
a photo. We wrote for 9 months. I told her when I returned to the States I’d come to St. Louis to see her and
give her a big kiss when I saw her.
I was honorably discharged from the Army in January, 1953. I went to St. Louis with a list of young
ladies to see, but Audrey was the first. I got to her house and knocked on the door, and this ungodly
beautiful woman came to the door, and I froze. She gave me a peck and that broke the ice. We were married
May 23, 1953. We lived in St. Louis and I went to work in Research at Ralston Purina. By 1954 we had a
new baby girl named Sharon and my 1953 Buick Coupe was too small, so I traded it for a 1954 Buick four
door sedan. When Sharon was 6 years old and in school, Audrey got a job as secretary to a Vice-President of
General Electric Co. I went to college as a full time student and got a degree in Engineering. After
graduation, I worked as a research Engineer at Ralston Purina. Most of my work was updating and
automating their process systems. I received five patents and several awards for new designed equipment. I
retired in 1989, but continued for five years as a consulting Engineer.
For cars I mostly stuck with GM, but I did purchase a 1965 Ford Mustang GT as a go to work car.
Having become acquainted with Dave Groerich, I developed an interest in the Model T, and we joined the
club in 2001. I purchased a pristine 1926 Coupe over the internet, then discovered the car was not pristine,
and required a lot of work, but with help from Steven Thum it runs great now. Audrey and I had many good
times with that car - whenever there was a Model T activity, we drove the car. The best trip we had was the
overnight tour up the River Road to Grafton. We hosted the annual club picnic for several years, and I’ve
continued hosting the picnic after Audrey passed away November 19, 2015.
Left, ‘26 T; dune
buggy built by
George, with
Corvair engine; ‘71
Mustang; ‘67
Mustang.
Right, ‘26 Model T
Coupe.
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In Memoriam
Our club was deeply grieved to learn of the sudden passing of Janet Heida December 27, 2017. Born
April 23, 1937, Janet and Bob were married right out of high school, and were together for 62 years. You
never saw one without the other. They have both been very active members of our club since 2008.
They have hosted the annual Chili Cook-Off, and have participated in nearly all club functions, including
car shows, picnics, and the swap meet. Bob has indicated he will continue to provide the location for the
cook-off, but the rest of us will have to pick up the efforts to put the event on. Our condolences to Bob
and their family - Janet was a friend to everyone she met, and will be sorely missed. Services were held
Wednesday, January 3, 2018 at Schrader Funeral Home.
We regret to inform you that Cindy Atkinson’s father, Lt. Colonel Charles (Chuck) Edwards died
suddenly Wednesday morning, February 7th. A retired officer of the United States Air Force, he was a
very active 93 years old when he passed. He had served the country honorably as a pilot through three
wars: World War II, Korea, and Vietnam before retiring. Memorial services were held Saturday, February
17th, at Irwin Chapel in Granite City, IL.

New Members
We welcome new members! Please add these to your directory.
Peter and Renee Liebetreu
12935 West Watson Road
St. Louis, MO 63127

Mike Flaherty
724 Hutchins Drive
St. Louis, MO 63126

Home - 314-721-1438
Cell - 314-960-7310

Home - 314-968-8574
Email - flaherty_michael@sbcglobal.net

From the Auto Joke Book, Pub. By I. & M. Ottenheimer, Baltimore, MD, 1913
Judge - Twenty-five dollars fine for speeding.
Autoist - But, your Honor, I was not going a bit fasster than I was last summer, when you acquitted me.
Judge - All right. If you feel that way about it, I’ll make it $50, covering both offenses.
The price of gasoline deters many a man from stealing a motor car. (Ed. - They should see the price now!)

Model
T
Postcard
Humor
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Model T Demonstration at the
Steger Sixth Grade Center
By Steven Thum
On October 3rd 2017 several Model T members made our second annual car show at the Steger
Sixth Grade center. Attending were Dave O’Malley and his 13 Touring, Dave Becherer and his 25 Touring,
Keith Sanders and his 26 Touring, Diana Thum and her 26 Fordor, and Steven Thum and my 25 Touring.
We were asked to come, in conjunction with their lesson on the industrial revolution. I made a short
lecture on Henry Ford perfecting the assembly line and how that helped people’s lives. Then we let the
students sit in our cars.
All went well with the students showing a lot of enthusiasm, then the sky started clouding up and rain
moved in. We had to send the cars home missing a class. I was told that there was some disappointment
with the students.
Dave, Diana and myself returned the following week for the last class. There were some comments
made by the students about how glad they were that we remembered them.
I know that we that exhibited our cars had fun and I hope we can get even more to exhibit their cars
next year.
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1915 On the Mexican Border

Postcard, “General View of Public Square,
Belton, SC, and 1911 Torpedo.

12 people and 20 horse power.

Left, starting the T. Note the leggings and the vest. If
only these old photos could talk!

From the “Auto Joke Book,” 1913, I. & M. Ottenheimer, Baltimore.
When father drove old dobbin, he sat upon the load
And frowned on every chauffeur, who wanted half the road;
But since father got an auto, his feelings seem to switch,
He glares at every horse now, unless he takes the ditch.
Lightning never strikes twice in the same place. That’s where lightning differs from an automobile.
Why does a motor car always puncture in the hot sun on a lonely road?
An auto on the road is worth two in the ditch.
Men and autos are alike - the quiet ones go the furthest.
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Motor Vogue
SOME NOTES ABOUT STYLES AND TYPES OF FINE VEHICLES, PAST AND PRESENT
Published By

THE LOCOMOBILE COMPANY OF AMERICA
(Ed. Note - I came across this 1913 book in an antique shop, and since I was asked recently why our 1912
Model T Torpedo was called a “Torpedo” I thought this information would be helpful to our hobby. However, in
the automotive industry definitions are not cast in stone, and seem to vary from manufacturer to manufacturer.)

Apologia
The names used to describe motor car bodies
are frequently misused. In the old days, carriage
terminology suffered from the loose application of
names, but to no such extent as in the modern field
of automobiles. In carriage days a style meant
something definite; for a new model was named for
some feature or peculiarity, or some famous person,
or for its designer, or the place of its creation. The
retention by automobile manufacturers of many old
carriage terms, the adoption of new styles with new
names, and the general confusion of the subject,
has led to the production of this little brochure
which offers a classification which may be
considered authoritative.

COUPE
The small formal Town Car for special use and
shopping. The roof does not extend forward over the
driver and footman, although a tendelet or removable
cover is sometimes supplied. There are no rear quarter
lights. The name comes from the French verb Couper
and the style was developed from the “cutting down” of the
coach. Later the forward part of the diligence, cut off from
the rest, was called the Coupe.
When a Coupe has rear quarter lights it is called a
Couple Limousine. When the rear portion folds down a
Coupe Landaulet is produced. The Growler Coupe is a
type recently derived from the Old English Cab. Coupe de
Ville is the same as Coupe. A Coupe Dorsay is,
nowadays, really a Sedan.

TOURING CAR
This is the most widely used type of car. It seats
seven or six, rarely five unless mounted on a small
chassis. The trim four passenger bodies that are
specially designed for the high powered chassis are
very smart, and growing in favor as a large seating
capacity is not such an important consideration as
formerly. The Seven Passenger Touring Car,
however, is in great demand, a standard conventional
model always popular. It is provided with folding extra
seats which disappear in the upholstery, a folding top
of water proof material which should have a head
lining as the top is seldom lowered.
Torpedo - The term first applied to the flush sided
bodies now in general use. The Torpedo Body was
originated abroad by a Captain Masui And attracted
great attention both for its novelty and the interest in a
style far removed from the old carriage models. The
Torpedo bodies were at first simple and neat, in
admirable taste, but later exhibited freakish extremes.

BERLINE
When the Driver’s Compartment on a Limousine
is fully built in, an Enclosed Drive Limousine or
Berline is produced. The Berline Coach originated
about 1660 in the town from which its name is taken.
It was made on a new principle of suspension, by
Philip de Chiesa, an Italian employed by the Duke of
Prussia. The vehicle in which Louis XVI and the
Royal Family tried to escape from France was a huge
Berline specially built for the purpose.
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LIMOUSINE

The Limousine is one of the oldest and most
generally liked of all the bodies adapted for the
motor car. It is named after the old Province of the
Limousin in Central France where the weather was
proverbially bad. It is the Limousine that perhaps
more than anything else suggests the old family
coach of long ago. There is this about a well
designed Limousine lacking extreme features, that
the type has become classic, like a grand piano, and
the style feature is less changeable than in other
closed models. A Limousine ordinarily seats five
inside and in the strict sense is not a convertible
body. Touring Limousine: A convertible Limousine
with disappearing windows and folding door frames
which permit an open effect. Semi Touring
Limousine: A completely collapsible body with
removable roof over the driver, a Limousine and
Touring Car combined. Enclosed Drive Limousine:
The same as a Berline. Landaulet Limousine: A
Landaulet type - the French name for a Landaulet
with fixed roof.
HANSOM
Attempts to transplant the once popular Hansom
on the motor car have only been laughable, for it is a
type wholly unsuited either to Taxicab or private motor.
Aloysius Hansom, an English Architect, invented this
Cab in 1934 and it was perfected by John Chapman.
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Motor Vogue, continued
SEDAN
A closed model with slanting windshield and interior
drive body, usually without partition and an aisle
between front seats. It is equally desirable, however, to
omit the aisle and provide for doors. Now that cars are
built with left steering there is really no need for the
aisle. Sedans are not usually convertible. The name
was little used in the carriage days, though Chauncey
Thomas of Boston, Inventor of the Boson Chaise,
brought out a Cabriolet Sedan. The one passenger
Sedan Chair was used everywhere in the 17th and 18th
Centuries. The origin of the name is uncertain; the
chair may have been first used in Sedan but experts
disagree. The Duke of Buckingham first had one in
England in the reign of James I. Touring Sedan: This
has the folding door frames of a Touring Limousine,
opening along the side. Dorsay Sedan: A four
passenger body with but one door at each side,
sometimes collapsible. Dorsay Touring Sedan:
Resembles a Touring Sedan.
ROADSTER

A Roadster is an open car seating two to four and
appropriate for the owner to drive. It is usually
provided with a top, light in tone and weight. The
name originally meant a type of horse, fast and
strong, but is now applied to the runabout variety of
motor car. A number of rather unpleasant coined
names such as tourabout, speedster, and the like,
have or will become obsolete. The Torpedo flush
sided form of body lends itself well to roadsters, but
some delightful and tasteful bodies have been
designed along the always good lines that were
classic in the carriage days. Gunboat Roadster: A
four seat torpedo type with individual seats and top
covering all seats. Canoe Roadster: Similar only
with special boat like features. The Roadster affords
such a wide field of individual designing that exact
classification is impossible.
BROUGHAM
A type that is not used very extensively in motor
car circles in America. It is really a Coupe and the
terms are synonymous. The English Coach Makers,
disinclined to use French names, called the Coupe a
Chariot when the style was first brought from France,
then later the term Brougham was applied as a
compliment to Lord Brougham, a prominent British
statesman.
SURREY
An American type of two-seated open, horse
drawn, carriage at first adapted for the automobile but
which passed out of style when increasing speeds
made side doors desirable.
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LANDAULET
This type of closed body has a folding rear portion
permitting the occupants of the rear seat to enjoy on
occasion the airiness and view afforded by an open
body. It is derived from the Landau which was one of
the most popular carriages, opening more fully that
the Landaulet, there being a folding top in front as well
as at the back. The name Landau, comes from the
Bavarian town where the vehicle was designed. The
horse Landaulet was small, bearing about the same
resemblance to the Landau as the Coupe to the
Coach. The Landaulet may be regarded as having a
fixed roof with only the rear portion moveable. Couple
Landaulet: Resembles a Coupe, only the rear portion
folds down. Dorsay Landaulet: Very similar to the
foregoing, but has six fenders.
CABRIOLET

The Cabriolet is a new style with an old name. It
is a very smart closed type resembling the coupe,
only less formal, more rounded in appearance, and
always convertible, which a coupe never is. As the
Landaulet has come to mean more and more a body
with a fixed roof in front and folding rear portion, the
ultra stylish Cabriolets of today are, in a sense,
developments of earlier convertible Landaulet types.
The first Cabriolet was a high gig, very springy in
action and the name is Italian, capriola, a spring.
Originally for hire it was taken up in England by the
gentlefolk and became all the rage in the 18th Century.
Gunboat Cabriolet: A very low built enclosed drive
model for four, with torpedo back. Salamanca
Cabriolet: An all collapsible type built for the Duke of
Salamanca. Cabriolets are single or double, and seat
from two to four depending on the design of the body.
PHAETON
A name that has been little used in Automobile
nomenclature, except in France and England where it
may be said to express generally the open touring car
type. In the 18th Century the Phaeton was the fast
and sporting type. The name comes from Mythology.
Phaeton was the son of Helios (Sun) and who took his
Father’s Chariot and set fire to the world.
VICTORIA
An open touring model fitted with a folding top
covering the rear seat only. The horse drawn vehicle
originally called a Victoria was an elegant little pony
phaeton built in 1851 for Queen Victoria.
STANHOPE
An English carriage used in the early days of the
horseless carriage. The original Stanhope was one of
the two wheeled gig family, and it had slat seats
instead of panels. The first Stanhope was builty by
Tilbury for the Hon. Fitzroy Stanhope.
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The Arctic Ocean is warming up, icebergs are growing scarcer and in some places the seals
are finding the water too hot, according to a report to the Commerce Department yesterday from
Consulate, at Bergen, Norway.
Reports from fishermen, seal hunters and explorers all point to a radical change in climate
conditions and hitherto unheard-of temperatures in the Arctic zone. Exploration expeditions report
that scarcely any ice has been met as far north as 81 degrees 29 minutes.
Soundings to a depth of 3,100 meters showed the gulf stream still very warm. Great masses of
ice have been replaced by moraines of earth and stones, the report continued, while at many
points well known glaciers have entirely disappeared.
Very few seals and now white fish are found in the eastern Arctic, while vast shoals of herring
an smelts which have never before ventured so far north, are being encountered in the old seal
fishing grounds.
Within a few years it is predicted that due to the ice melt the sea will rise and make most
coastal cities uninhabitable.
This must have been caused by the Model T Ford’s emissions.
Editor’s note - Thanks to Richard Steingrubey who provided this Associated Press article,
published in the November 2, 1922 edition of “The Washington Post” - nearly 96 years ago.

Left, family pose
1909 or 1910.
Cap looks like a
chauffeur.
Right, 1912
modified Model
T, possibly a
Torpedo.

1915-16 touring, looks like the Wicked
Witch from the Wizard of Oz.
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1912 Torpedo on the road.
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Thank You
Dear Everyone with the Model T Club,
Thank you so very much for sending such a beautiful bouquet of flowers for our Mom’s funeral. It
brought us joy on our sad day. My Mom loved this group of friends and she would have loved all who came
to visit her and the lovely bouquet.
Love, Jennifer, Sherry, Debbie, and Dad (Bob) Heida

This new program was approved by the Board of Directors at the January meeting. The “Driver
Award” is a dash plaque recognizing those who promote the Model T by driving their car. To earn this,
one must participate with their Model T in 7 of the following 12 events, as delineated below. If you have
more than one Model T, you may drive different cars through the year, to qualify. But the award will be
granted for only one T (a person may not earn more than one award per year.)
For the purposes of our Club, a Model T is defined as:
1. That car built by Ford Motor Company from late 1908 through 1927.
2. A car that has been modified, must be any period correct body style, and engine
modifications. 12-volt conversions, distributors, brake modifications are of course
acceptable. (To clarify, Model T chassis, running gear, and engines are required.)
3. Remember, any modified T is welcome on Club tours, whether period correct or not.

EVENTS Parades, 2 of 3 St. Patrick’s Day
Veteran’s Day
Christmas in St. Louis

Tours, 2 of 4 Tour de Frost
Spring Tour
Overnight Tour
Fall Tour

Car Shows, 3 of 5 Museum of Transportation - All Ford Show
Museum of Transportation - Brass and Nickel Show
Forest Park Easter Show
One additional car show of your choice, photographic proof required
An educational event - school or nursing home
In addition, cars representing the Club participating in Club sanctioned events (e.g. parades and
car shows) must meet the Model T definitions above. If you have any questions, contact Steven Williams.
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1923 -Six Ladies & Two Cars Across the Country
By Steven Williams with photos from Karl Abe
This concludes the saga of Karl Abe’s Aunt, Barbara Strebeigh,
begun in the July/August 2017 issue. As you may recall, Karl Abe
loaned me a photo album that had been given to him by his Aunt,
Barbara Strebeigh. Barbara was 18 in 1923, when she, five friends,
a dog, and two Model T’s drove from their home in New York state
to San Francisco and Santa Barbara, CA.
In this issue they reach San Franciso, then continue down the
coast to Santa Barbara before starting back east through Death
Valley. Can you imagine taking such a trip in a Model T today? So
much easier! I am deeply grateful to Karl for sharing these photos
with us - it has certainly been an adventure!

The caption to this photo was
“San Francisco, at last.” It would
have been nice to have more of
the story, but I doubt Barbara
expected someone to be viewing
this and wanting her story 95
years later!

Their two cars were nicknamed
“Ho” and “Bo.” A magnifying
glass helps reveal some of the
decals from various parks visited,
but most are indistinct.
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Six Ladies….continued

Here are the photos they took passing through
Death Valley. These are the last ones in the
photo album. Karl and I both hope you’ve
enjoyed this photographic journey of six young
ladies in 1923!
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THE
SCANDAL
OF LITTLE
LIZZIE
FORD
“Words by Billy
Curtis”

Music and Lyrics
copyrighted 1921
Provided by Damon
Baker

There’s been an awful scandal, up in our neighborhood
The rumor has been going round at large
They say that Mister Buick and little Lizzy Ford
Were found alone in Jones new garage
And Buick had his shoes off at least that’s what they say
And Lizzy never left the place ‘till two o’clock next day.
Oh! The scandal oh, the scandal the scandal that’s been traveling around
Perhaps its just a rumor that was started by a crank,
But someone said that Lizzy had a forty gallon tank
Oh! The scandal oh! The scandal that’s all you hear down at the place I board
Now Lizzy used to paint just like they do upon the stage
Most people thought she did it just because it was the rage
But they say that her real reason was to try and hide her age.
That’s the scandal of little Lizzy Ford Oh! The Ford!
Next evening very early, there was an awful row
Miss Franklin called Miss Lizzy Ford a vamp
It seems that they collided upon the street somehow
They say Miss Franklin put out Lizzy’s lamp.
Now jealousy’s the reason they say inspired the deed,
‘Cause Lizzy said that she was build for comfort not for speed.
Oh! The scandal oh, the scandal the scandal that’s been traveling around.
You’d think that she’d be satisfied to have a happy home
But she is just a runabout she always wants to roam
Oh! The scandal oh! The scandal that’s all you hear down at the place I board.
Now Lizzy used to smoke they say but that is not the worst
They have to feed her alcohol each day for safety first,
‘Cause she drank so much last winter that her radiator burst
That’s the scandal of little Lizzy Ford. Oh! The Ford!
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Ed. Note - my apologies for
the quality of the graphics.
The original was printed by
tiny dots, which when
scanned distorted the
artwork. The two cars are
edited off the original title
page of the music.
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May/June Occasional
DEADLINE

President - Steven G. Williams
(2018-2019) 636-575-1469
Vice President - Kent Gilbane
(2017-2018) 573-424-2599
Treasurer - Joe Trewhella (2017-2018)
618-466-6192
Secretary - Dave Kuenzel (2018-2019)
636-230-5887

The deadline for news and items for the May/June issue of The
Occasional is April 15th. Please submit any information to
Steven Williams, steven1912@charter.net or call 636-575-1469.
Pictures and articles are wanted, but we need names with
photos please.
Thanks!

Annual Meeting - Cindy Atkinson, 636-386-2088;
2017-2018:

Membership - Keith Sanders, 314-329-6377

Nick Dattoli, 314-849-0906

Parades - Sam Atkinson, 636-346-7910

Don Spaeth, 636-285-0851

Promotional Appearances - Steven Thum, 314-374-7005

Mary Ellen Stevenson, 314-401-1590

Rapid Assembly Teams - Sam Atkinson, 636-346-7910

Sam Atkinson, 636-346-7910

Refreshments - Daniel Mullis, 314-416-4954

2018-2019
Steve Dodson, home - 314-846-5588,
cell - 314-607-1688

Swap Meet Appreciation Dinner - Jenny Sanders, 314-401-9047
Swap Meet - Director - Kent Gilbane, 573-424-2599
Registration - Sam Atkinson, 636-346-7910

Gerald Ellerbeck, home - 314-638-6137,
The Occasional - Editor - Steven Williams, 636-575-1469
cell - 314-420-1424

Proof-reader - Sherry Williams, 636-548-8256
Photographer - Cindy Atkinson, 636- 386-2088

Keith Sanders, 314-329-6377
Daniel Mullis, 314-416-4954

Tours - Spring - Steve Stevenson, 314-640-0048
Overnight - Sam Atkinson, 636-346-7910
Fall - Steven Thum, 314-374-7005
Tour de Frost - Sam Atkinson, 636-346-7910
Webmaster - Mike Flaherty, 314-968-8574

Basic information about the model t ford club of
greater st. Louis
Meetings are held the second Friday of each month, 8 PM, at the Freedom Masonic Temple, 4557
Lemay Ferry Road, south St. Louis County. Membership: Keith Sanders is the membership chairman,
and you may contact him regarding membership in both the Model T Club of Greater St. Louis, and our
parent organization, the Model T Ford Club of America. Contact information: Telephone: 314-329-6377.
Email: jenkeith4@att.net.
We strongly encourage national membership. Dues are only $40 to the Model T Ford Club of America
(P.O. Box 996; Richmond, IN 47375-0996) which includes automatic Local Membership. In other words,
join MTFCA and your membership in the Model T Ford Club of Greater St. Louis is free!!! Otherwise, dues
to the St. Louis club are $20 per year.
The advantage of belonging to the national organization is a bi-monthly award-winning publication - The
Vintage Ford. It is a great publication, full of valuable information for Model T owners. Also, check out the
national club’s website at www.mtfca.com and especially the forum which is full of great information.
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P.O. BOX 2251
FLORISSANT, MO 63032

One of the many outreach and educational events our Club provides each year. This is at the Steger Sixth Grade
Center, with five cars from Dave Becherer, Dave O’Malley, Keith Sanders, Diana and Steven Thum. Steven Thum
is the Club Team Leader for these events.
The Model T Ford Club of America (P.O. Box 996; Richmond, IN 47375-0996) was formed to encourage and promote
active interest in the Model T Ford and its history by membership unrestricted as to location. It is non-profit and
non-discriminatory, and is dedicated to widening the base of the hobby by providing information, assistance, and direction
to interested parties. Sample copies of their magnificent magazine, The Vintage Ford, are available free upon request at the
above address. Active touring chapters are encouraged, in order to spread interest and participation events. Regional and
national activities are provided by the chapters. Members of the MTFCA may be members of the Model T Ford Club of
Greater St. Louis with no additional dues or payment. For further information on joining, see inside the back cover.
“THE OCCASIONAL” is a bi-monthly publication of the Model T Ford Club of Greater St. Louis, Inc., a chapter of the
Model T Ford Club of America. Copyright 2018, all rights reserved. Material from this newsletter may be reprinted
or shared by our club members with proper citation.

